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Abstract 

Quantum cryptography is marches towards secure communication by using quantum protocols.  Number of 

quantum protocols has been evolved based on an entanglement in three decades; similarly during this 

meanwhile non-entanglement based protocols have been evolved within the same period also. Among number 

of different protocols a torch bearer was BB84 protocol. Even though different quantum communication 

protocols exist, the BB84 protocol proved its application by initial experiments whereas most of the other 

protocols are theoretical which marches towards the practical application yet. But in quantum mechanics 

principle, cryptography based on an entanglement and superposition of entangled particle. Furthermore, 

challenges ahead are development and design high sensitive equipments for measurement of an entangled 

particle position at output end. Particle entanglements open a new door for computation worlds such as speedup, 

security. In this article, we discuss quantum protocols, their challenges, and applications based on above 

discussion. 

 

Index Terms: BB84 (Bennett and Brassard Protocol), Cryptography, Entanglement, Quantum Protocols, 

Superposition. 
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1. Introduction and Related Works 

Communication is a mechanism depends on words juxtaposition with corresponding similar words. In 

electronic world, it is define as in trivial form, pulses modulation as per requirement. A notable classical 

communication protocol is RSA protocol of a conventional system in perspective of cryptography. Most of the 

classical system protocols have had enough strength to establish secure communication with a presence of third 

party. Due to processing incapability of classical system, it seems hard to decode in polynomial time. Coming 

days also give guarantee about RSA algorithms strength. Hence, this algorithm used most of the commercial 

transaction like banking, industries, governmental, defense etc. Next, public or private key decryption needs at 

most exponential or higher time.  
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Consider, A(lice) as a sender and B(ob) as a receiver of a network then A
      
→      path established, where 

key(x) is a key, either public or private. A quantum computer protocols application based on the Quantum Key 

Distribution (QKD), this was first time proposed by Brassard and Bennett as BB84 protocol in 1984[1]. The 

BB84 protocol significantly focuses on sharing of a quantum key from a sender (Alice) to a receiver (Bob).  It 

applies single photon for secure communication from one entity (Alice) to other entity (Bob) with a presence of 

a third entity (Eve). It is a secure quantum communication protocols since a public and a private key sharing in 

a presence of eavesdropper Eve. At both ends deterministic or un-deterministic Turing machine could be used 

for this application. Later Arthur Eckert proposed E91 [2] protocol which uses particle entanglement on both 

sides (i.e. from Alice to Bob and vice versa and an Eve in between of Alice and Bob). An entangled particle 

gives guaranteed about secure quantum communication, it used in number of quantum protocols. This protocol 

based on BB84, B92 features; hence it is more sophisticated in terms of security. Addition of this, superposition 

exhibited in some extends into these protocols by which a state is in unpredictable in an initial phase. An 

entangled particle measurement is carried out to know basis states of a Hilbert space.  

Next, a quantum teleportation protocol [4] use a guided media as well as an unguided media for teleporting 

quantum bits from a source to a destination; whereas an unguided media use the open space for teleporting 

qubits of a state space. Obviously, entangled states principle based on EPR paradox [5]. So qubit teleportation 

carried out from a source to a destination not more than the speed of light because quantum communication use 

deterministic/non-deterministic Turing machine.  

All of these we look into Section-3 in details. However, most of the quantum protocols use photon 

entanglement, with that photon behavior follows quantum mechanics fundamental principle. Furthermore, it 

seems uncomfortable to apply completely Einstein entanglement principle in quantum communication 

protocols due to “spooky action as a distance”. 

Form above we can say that, photon entanglement effect gives guarantees about complete security during 

communication. Hence, it finds new cryptography mechanism which call quantum cryptography. It could be 

apply into classical Turing machine (deterministic or probabilistic Turing machine) or quantum Turing 

machine.  

Today, open space quantum communication seems hard for long distance due to unavailability of quantum 

technologies. Open space quantum communication is too complex for reality at present. However, 2-7 qubits 

open space communication experiments show some extends successful. But, we could not confidently mention 

that it is commercially viable. Because following factors severely affect on open space quantum 

communication are– 

 

- Superposition and entanglement properties of qubits. 

- Quantum mechanics Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. 

- Single photon readout equipments. 

- Most modern technologies are deterministic Turing machine oriented. 

- Nostalgic towards quantum algorithms and technologies during three decades. 

- Nostalgic on quantum mechanics fundamentals conceptualization framework.  

 

These points are specific concepts of quantum mechanics. Due to that these, create problems for commercial 

quantum computer developments. With that, various quantum protocols attempt to develop with the help of 

BB84, E91, dense coding (super-dense coding), and quantum teleportation. Enhancements of fundamental 

quantum protocols might be more secure protocols. 

2. Quantum Communication Protocols 

2.1 BB84 protocol 

It was proposed by Brassard and Bennett in 1984. It acts as quantum cryptography by using quantum key 
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distribution (QKD). QKD first phase used quantum string PA(x), where A stand for A(lice) and x as a binary 

string encode into qubits. Afterword, imply public quantum key K1 (PA(x)). The Second phase used private key 

K2 (PA(x)) to transform sophisticated cryptography. Obviously, if public to private implication implies on the 

classical channel on qubits then Eve presence evidently visible and further communication stopped for a while. 

 

a = K1(PA(x)), where a is a set of qubits encoded by a classical channel for sharing public key K1. 

b = K2(PA(x)), where b is a set of qubits further encoded by a classical channel for sharing private key K2. 

 

Clearly, 

a.b= K1(PA(x)). K2(PA(x))                                                                                                                                  (1) 

If consider PA(x) = t1 then eq. (1) re-write 

a.b=K1(t1).K2(t1)                                                                                                                                                 (2) 

a.b=K1(K2(t1))                                                                                                                                                    (3) 

b.a=K2(K1(t1)) by commutative law                                                                                                                   (4) 

But,         since qubits properties of quantum mechanics does not permit commutative equality. The a 

and b encoded by a Alice end, as b as a private key and a as a public key, c qubits determine by the B(ob) end 

as qubits bases.  

So,           plus any superposed qubits of a.b or b.c.  

Nevertheless, there is no effect on secure transmission or quantum cryptography by commutative in a 

presence of Eve. But, before transmission from A to B, special treatment carried out by A or B such as change 

polarization angle for particle momentum.  

Alice sends qubits by a classical channel i.e. encode   { }       { } bits into a qubit    〉 and    〉 

respectively 

   〉    〉      { }                                                                                                                                          (5) 

   〉    〉      { } 

   〉      〉     〉    〉      { }   { }                                                                                                     (6) 

     〉     〉1 

    〉     〉                                                                                                                                                       (7) 

Eq. (6) claim that, particle in a superposition vector, which is represented as    〉 and interchange vector 

orientation which is represented by a reverse sign from + (plus) to – (sign). 

Hence, 

   〉      〉                                                                                                                                                         (8) 

Eq. (8) claim that, tow particles orientation not equal to the base of amplitude amplification magnitude   and 

 . Eq. (4), (5), (6) and (7) could be represented as vector orientation in a Bloch Sphere (fig. 1). 

                                                           
1                    〉       〉       〉    〉  √  
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Fig.1. Bloch Sphere Representation of Different Vector and Its Corresponding Amplitude α and β 

Eq. (4) and (5) are non-orthogonal, whereas eq. (6) and (7) are orthogonal. Hence, BB84 protocol mixed of 

both. 

Further, 

                                                                                         (9) 

Eq. (2), (3) and (9) indicate that         after measurements.  

On the meantime, Eve attempt to intercepts communication channel. By which get disturbed polarized 

vectors, on such condition an Eve captured superposed    〉  states where   {   }    {   }  means 

superposition of 2
2
 as 4 states.  

Next, c states gets determine by a Bob. This happened on condition of Eve intercepted on a communication 

channel. Hence        states receive at Bob end where    represent as Eve operational effect on c. Hence 

measurement effect by Eve and Bob is     . So, it become as       , where   represent vectors errors rate 

between Eve and Bob, obviously       at Eve end comparative of Alice or Bob vector measurement. If it is 

not as such way then discard communication and start again after a while.  As such fashion Alice and Bob 

perform measurement operation at their respective end. In fact, through this we know a presence of Eve  , on 

the basis of    value Alice and Bob take further appropriate action. 

2.2 B92 Protocol 

It was proposed by Charles H. Bennett in 1992. The B92 protocol used 2 basis vectors for communication 

while BB84 used 4 basis vectors for communication from A(lice) to B(ob). Next, B92 protocol used two basis 

vectors   〉  and   〉  while BB84 protocol used basis vectors     〉    〉    〉        〉 . Basis vector   〉 
transferred from A to B without any superposition whereas   〉 basis vector transferred in superposition states.  

That is, Alice vector represents as 

    
〉    〉      { }                                                                                                                                      (10)
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〉  

   〉   〉 

√ 
      { }                                                                                                                               (11) 

Eq. (10) and (11) are measurement effect at Bob ends 

    
〉    〉      { }                                                                                                                                      (12) 

    
〉    〉    〉      { }                                                                                                                             (13) 

Resultant of eq. (10) and (12) are 

    
〉       

〉                                                                                                                                                  (14) 

    
〉       

〉                                                                                                                                                  (15) 

Eq. (15) as in superposition state hence basis state may be either   〉 or   〉. Next, on x2 and y2 carried out 

measurement publically and compare between A and B with a presence of Eve. After A to B communication 

successive measurement being performed by B and A 

    
〉        

〉     
〉                                                                                                           (16) 

An arbitrarily amplitude at Bob end is  . An error rate of   〉 state at Bob after measurement probable value 

would be    whereas measurement of superposed vector   〉 at Bob assume   . Apparently,        at Bob 

side and this probability may be at Eve side also. The probability of error distribution might be        
     if        then discarding further communication since an eavesdropper presence visible in a 

classical communication channel. Discarding further communication resume after a while. At last, variation of 

   at Bob and Eve are the base of B92 cryptography secure communication. 

2.3 E91 (EPR or Eckert) Protocol 

It was used particle entanglement as pair or n number of particles. Alice and Bob share n number of 

particles[1] 

   〉    〉

√ 
                                                                                                                                                              (17) 

Eq. (17) known as EPR pair of qubits applies on Bell’s states 

   〉  
 

√ 
                                                                                                                                             (18) 

   〉  
 

√ 
                                                                                                                                             (19) 

   〉  
 

√ 
                                                                                                                                             (20) 

   〉  
 

√ 
                                                                                                                                             (21)
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The Bell’s different entangled states     〉 ,     〉 ,    〉  and    〉  used for testing photons entanglement 

between Alice and Bob. Hence, measurement of bases states is based on the Bell’s states.  

Suppose Alice generate number of qubits entangled pairs 

  〉     〉   〉   〉     〉                                                                                                                             (22) 

Where 

             〉  
    

〉      
〉

√ 
 

Let 

   〉  
   〉    〉

√ 
                                                                                                                                               (23) 

Similarly Bob end state would be 

   〉  
   〉    〉

√ 
                                                                                                                                                (24) 

Eq. (23) represents the entangled state at Alice end while eq. (24) represent at Bob end. Its measurement 

performed at the both ends 

   〉     〉     〉     〉     〉                                                                                                            (25) 

   〉     〉     〉     〉     〉                                                                                                            (26) 

Probability of eq. (22) and (23) reverse such as Bob to Alice or Alice to Bob 

   〉     〉                                                                                                                                                     (27) 

Furthermore, eq. (22) and (23) qubits measurement performed by Bell’s different states    〉,    〉,    〉 and 

   〉. 
Hence eq. (22) and (23) might be represents 

   〉     〉     〉     〉     〉                                                                                                        (28) 

   〉     〉     〉     〉     〉                                                                                                        (29) 

So it is an orthogonal normalization as +45
o
 or -45

o
 of particles such as   〉  or   〉 states of quantum 

communication. Also, probability distribution of each Bell’s states would be 

   〉     〉     〉     〉  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
                                                                                          (30) 

Eq. (30) imposed on the    〉 and    〉, 
Hence,
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   〉      〉                                                                                                                                                   (31) 

   〉      〉                                                                                                                                                   (32) 

Where   and   are arbitrary amplitude which entangled particle of Alice end as well as Bob end or vice 

versa. Eq. (31) and (32) become 

   〉     〉      〉      〉                                                                                                                        (33) 

Further, Alice’s and Bob’s measurement performed on qubits publically as – 

   〉     
    

    
      

                                                                                                                          (34) 

   〉     
    

    
      

                                                                                                                           (35) 

Where bi represents binary bits and i represents an integer. 

If 

   〉     
    

    
      

    〉     〉  (
     

√ 
)  (

     

√ 
)                                                              (36) 

then its pattern accepted otherwise rejected. Similarly, for     〉 measurement performed for particles to the 

corresponding bit pattern. In eq. (36), entangled particle might be represented at a receiving end such as – 

(
     

√ 
)                                                                                                                                                (37) 

and 

(
     

√ 
)        

An eq. (36) intercepted by an Eve and those qubits measurement reveal at Bob or Alice end. 

   〉  ∫    
   

 

 
                                                                                                                                           (38) 

   〉  ∫    
   

 

 
                                                                                                                                           (39) 

if 

     〉     〉                                                                                                                                     (40) 

then qubits de-coherence occurred due to Eve interception. On resultantly further communication either from 

Alice or Bob through away and re-transmission of particles carried out after a while.  

A full utilization of quantum system resources for EPR communication not susceptible if the quanta of qubits 

are whole string. It is fine for quantum system resources to deal with a chunk of communicable particles either 

Alice or Bob end. Due to qubits string partition, the presence of Eavesdropper easily reveals in an initial 
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communication. Since, particle measurement at the end, it would be space and time consumption of quantum 

system resources. An eq. (22) re-writes 

  〉  [{  }{  }{  } {  }  ]                                                                                                                       (41) 

[ ]  [             ]                                                                                                                                    (42) 

Means 

                                                                                                                      (43) 

First of all randomly select quanta from S, such as subset Si. Selected subset Si sends either Alice or Bob. 

Determine error probability rate at both ends (i.e. Bell’s entanglement of particle measurement); if error rate    

of particles subset Si not acceptable then further transmission through away since Eve presence reveal in this 

quantum communication.  

Lastly, EPR communication has the further refinement of BB84, B92 protocols in quantum cryptography.  

3. Result and Analysis of Quantum Protocols 

Above discussed three quantum protocols are suitable for open space quantum. BB84 protocol applied for 

quantum key exchange from Alice to Bob, first private key exchange after that measurement publically private 

key from one ends to another end or vice versa. Its principle based on four qubits for secure communication 

between Alice to Bob and vice versa in a presence of Eve. The main characteristics of BB84 protocol are 

 

i. It use   

  
→   

 
→   

  
→    (where q1 and q2 represent open space quantum communication while c as 

classical channel). Here x1 and x2 act as source and destination respectively. An x1 to x2 represent 

classical channel used bit string p1. An x2 to x3 encoded the p1 string as qubits string sequence after that 

x3 to x4 used classical bits string one more. 

ii. This sequence use x2 to x3 as open space quantum channel for qubits transfer. An x2 to x3 sequence work 

on the principle of an EPR. 

 

Above mentioned two points, exhibit stronghold of quantum cryptography communication rather than 

classical computer communication. An operation of BB84 protocol, operational limitation speed down due to 

classical as well as quantum communication combination. 

Second, B92 protocol used the nearly same principle of BB84, contrast is two qubits implication and 

polarization of particles is orthogonal. 

Some more characteristic of above protocols which based on an entanglement are no-cloning, intercept-send 

strategy, error correction privacy amplification and quantum growing, quantum distillation etc. 

Fig. 2 indicate, comparative analysis Quantum Bit Error (QBE) rate of BB84, B92, and E91 quantum 

protocols. This result based on above discussed three quantum protocols. 
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Fig.2. Comparative Analysis of Three Quantum Protocols QBE (Quantum Bit Error) Rate  

4. Conclusion 

BB84 quantum protocols experimentally tested for few km (kilometer). The testing done on ground based 

quantum communication channel. Its application quite more wide in near future for guided channel; whereas it 

is challenging for open space quantum communication due to quantum mechanics entanglement features. But, 

it is too early to say at this time. When we go back to the primary stage of quantum mechanics such as infancy 

stage of the 20
th

 century then quantum mechanics was just virtual realization, nothing more than that. 

Successively, quantum mechanics ripe into theory and its ripe juice tested by the world somewhat extent when 

Bell’s inequality experiment stated that there were no local hidden variables that are based on quantum 

mechanics. Quantum mechanics notable characteristics are entanglement of states and superposition of states. 

By these, we see the future superior than deterministic or somewhat un-deterministic Turing machine.  
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